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Abstract
We obtain an explicit expression for the supersymmetric Wilson loop in terms
of chiral superfields and supercurrents in superspace. The result turns out to be
different from what one would expects from the simple replacement of Lie algebraic
valued connection in the exponent with the corresponding super-Lie algebraic one.
In the abelian supersymmetric gauge theories, generalizing the super-particle cou-
pling represented by the exponent of the supersymmetric Wilson loop, we show
there exist a unique dimensionless coupling of the superstring to abelian super-
symmetric gauge theories that respects all known symmetries. The coupling is
expressed in terms of chiral currents in superspace. The natural superstring cou-
pling gives rise to a new observable that is ”stringy” in nature and has no analogue
in non-supersymmetric gauge theories.
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Wilson loop observables [1,2] have found a variety of applications in the study of
gauge theories, ranging from phenomenology to topological field theories [3]. This
is because they are gauge invariant observables characterized by a dimensionless
coupling constant. In abelian gauge theories they can be interpreted quantum
mechanically as the amplitude of the creation and annihilation of e−e+ resulting
from the unique coupling between the Maxwell’s field and the point particle with
dimensionless coupling constant. In non-abelian gauge theories, this interpretation
can be extended formally, in the sense that the particle-Yang-Mills coupling can
only be realized by the Wilson loop
WR(C) = TrPe
ie
∮
C
A (1)
in a given representation R of the Lie algebra. In equation (1) the symbol Tr stands
for the trace, P for path ordering, and C is a closed path. At short distance scales
perturbative calculations shows that the Wilson loop produces the perimeter law
indicating short range finite forces between quarks as well as the renormalization
of the Coulomb potential between two heavy static quarks. These results indicate
that quarks can propagate freely at short distances. On the other hand in lattice
gauge theories strong coupling expansion shows that the Wilson loop produces
the Area law suggesting confinement. Unfortunately there is no known analytical
method of extracting the linear potential or the area law from the Wilson loop in
the continuum. This raises the question whether the area law or the string can arise
naturally through some dimensionless coupling to gauge theories. It can be easily
seen that there is no consistent dimensionless coupling with at most two derivatives
between strings and gauge theories except for the parity violating expression
ie
∫
dσF ∗ . (2)
In (2) dσ is the surface measure, and F ∗ is the dual of the gauge field strength.
However, there do exist higher derivative dimensionful couplings between strings
and gauge fields [4].
In the last two years, there have been significant developments in N=1 and
N=2 supersymmetric gauge theories [5]. In particular a mechanism for confinement
was provided by the condensation of monopoles. In finite supersymmetric gauge
theories, such as N=4 super Yang-Mills theory, and a class of N=2 super Yang-
Mills theories coupled to N=2 matter the corresponding beta functions vanish and
the issues of confinement and asymptotic freedom become unclear. Therefore, it
is of interest to explore whether the supersymmetric extension of the Wilson loop
or the existence of new supersymmetric observables might shed some light on the
above issues.
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The aim of this letter is two fold: One is to generalize the usual notion of a
Wilson loop to the supersymmetric case. The other is to
show that, unlike the non-supersymmetric gauge theories, there is a new ob-
servable in supersymmetric gauge theories whose current is chiral and has support
only on a two surface with a boundary. Its generalization to an arbitrary surface
gives rise to a unique and natural coupling between the superstring and the su-
persymmetric gauge theories, which is characterized by a dimensionless coupling
constant. This allows us to construct a new ”stringy” observable, in addition to
the supersymmetric Wilson loop, that respects all the symmetries of the theory.
We begin with the supersymmetric Wilson loop. For clarity of presentation, we
give the details for the supersymmetric Maxwell’s theory. The generalization to the
supersymmetric non-abelian gauge theories will be presented in a second article.
Throughout this paper we will use the superspace two component notation.
In the expression (1) for the Wilson loop, the notion of a connection plays a
dominant role. So it might appear at first sight that to obtain a suitable extension
of (1) for the supersymmetric gauge theories, we only need to replace the Lie
algebra valued connection with a superalgbera valued connection and replace the
trace instruction with the supertrace one. Although such a prescription works
in some special cases for locally supersymmetric gauge theories, such as Chern-
Simons supergravity theories in 2+1 dimensions [6], it does not work for globally
supersymmetric gauge theories. The underlying reason is the structure of the
superpartners of the gauge potential in the two cases. The superpartner of the
former carries a vector index, while that of the latter does not.
To look for another point of departure, we return to the exponent of the Wilson
loop which has the structure of the interaction between the point particle and the
abelian gauge field represented uniquely by a dimensionless coupling constant e:
Sint = ie
∮
C
dλA(x(λ)).x˙(λ) . (3)
Stoke’s theorem implies that the interaction lagrangian can be rewritten in terms
of the field strength of the gauge field on a closed two surface Σ whose boundary
is the loop C:
Sint =
ie
2
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξǫabFab (4)
where ξa; a = 1, 2 is the coordinate of the two world sheet, and [4]
Fab := v
µ
av
ν
bFνµ = ∂aAb − ∂bAa (5)
where the field Aa is defined to be the projection of the gauge field Aµ;µ = 0..3
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along the two surface:
Aa := v
µ
aAµ ; v
µ
a = ∂ax
µ(ξ) . (6)
It is important to remark that the Wilson loop is a topological entity. Furthermore
the fact that there is no difference between the two definitions (3) and (4) of the
Wilson loop can be interpreted to mean that the extra surface coordinate, say, ξ1,
is not dynamical and can be integrated over.
The Supersymmetric Wilson loop
The important advantage of expressing the SUSY Wilson loop in terms of su-
perfields is that it will be manifestly supersymmetric and gauge invariant. We start
by generalizing the interaction (4) to that of a superparticle coupled to a super-
symmetric abelian gauge field theory. The definition in (6) can be generalized in
superspace using a super one-form ΓA and the standard supersymmetric notation:
Fab = v
A
a v
B
b FBA (7)
where
FAB = D[AΓB) − TCABΓC (8)
and T is the torsion supertensor. The bases v have to be constructed from the
super-coordinate zM = (xµ, θm, θm˙) in such a way that they are supersymmetric
invariant. We define
vAa = E
A
M∂az
M (9a)
where EAM is a veilbein and obtain the following components:
vαα˙a = ∂ax
αα˙(ξ)− i
2
(θα(ξ)∂aθ
α˙(ξ) + θα˙(ξ)∂aθ
α(ξ))
vαa = ∂aθ
α(ξ) (9b)
vα˙a = ∂aθ
α˙(ξ).
The v’s are invariant under the global space-time supersymmetry transformation
4
rules defined
δxαα˙(ξ) =
i
2
(ǫαθα˙(ξ) + ǫα˙θα(ξ))
δθα(ξ) = ǫα (9c)
δθα˙(ξ) = ǫα˙.
The requirement that the coordinates θ satisfy the Majorana condition demands
that ǫ be a Majorana. From the v’s we will construct the following supersymmetric
and gauge invariant tensors:
C
α˙β˙
ab =
i
2
v
(α˙
aβv
β˙)β
b ;C
αβ
ab =
i
2
v
(α
aβ˙
v
β)β˙
b (10a)
Cαab := v
αα˙
a vbα˙ (10b)
Cα˙ab := v
αα˙
a vbα.
The vector components of the C’s are antisymmetric in a and b by construction
( the parenthesis denotes symmetrization with unit weight factor) and obey the
following properties:
C
α˙β˙
ab =
1
2
ǫabC
α˙β˙ ; Cα˙β˙ = ǫabCα˙β˙ab
C
αβ
ab =
1
2
ǫabC
αβ ; Cαβ = ǫabCαβab . (10c)
Note, however, the spinor components of C do not obey any particular symmetry.
This crucial property allows us to use these components to construct a new type
of interaction with supersymmetric gauge theories that are
inherently ”stringy” as we will show below. For later use we also note that
Cα[ab] =
1
2
ǫabC
α ; Cα = ǫabCαab
Cα˙[ab] =
1
2
ǫabC
α˙ ; Cα˙ = ǫabCα˙ab (10d)
where the square bracket indicates antisymmetrization. To get the correct content
of fields of super Maxwell‘s theory or super Yang-Mills theory one has to impose
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representation preserving constraints whose purpose is to project the superfield
formulation onto chiral superspace where the supersymmetry representation is ir-
reduciable. The required constraints are [7] ( and references therein):
Fαα˙ = Fαβ = Fα˙β˙ = 0 . (11a)
Together with the Bianchi identities of FAB, one can determine the remaining com-
ponents of F in terms of a chiral superfield (Wα,Wα˙). For the abelian supergauge
theory one obtains:
F
α,ββ˙
= ǫαβWβ˙ ; Fα˙,ββ˙ = ǫα˙β˙Wβ
F
αα˙,ββ˙
=
−i
2
(ǫαβD(α˙Wβ˙) + ǫα˙β˙D(αWβ)) (11b)
where the W ’s satisfy the chirality conditions:
DαWβ˙ = Dα˙Wβ = 0 (12a)
and
Dα˙Wα˙ = D
αWα . (12b)
In turn the W ’s are determined in terms of an unconstrained vector superfield V :
Wα =
−i
2
D¯2DαV ; Wα˙ =
i
2
D2Dα˙V . (13)
They are invariant under the gauge transformation
δV = i(Λ¯− Λ) (14)
where Λ (Λ¯) is a chiral (anti-chiral) parameter superfield. The component expan-
sion of V and Wα in the Wess-Zumino gauge are respectively,
V = (0, 0, 0, 0, Aαα˙, ψα, ψα˙, D) (15a)
Wα = ψα − θβfαβ − iθαD +
i
2
θ2∂αα˙ψ
α˙ (15b)
where ψ is the superpartner of the gauge field Aαα˙, fαβ =
1
2∂(αα˙A
α˙
β) is the Maxwell’s
field strength and D is an auxiliary field. Another important property of the Wα
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(Wα˙) is that it is invariant under the chiral (anti-chiral) supersymmetry transfor-
mations of the component fields:
δǫαWα = δǫα˙Wα˙ = 0 . (16a)
δAαα˙ = i(ǫαψα˙ + ǫα˙ψα)
δψα = ǫ
βfαβ + iǫαD (16b)
δD =
1
2
∂αα˙(ǫ
αψα˙ − ǫα˙ψα)
Equipped with (11) and using the tensor definitions (10) we deduce from
(8) that the interaction action between the superparticle and the supersymmet-
ric gauge theory is given by
S
(1)
int =
1
2
ie
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξǫabFab . (17a)
But now the field strength Fab is given by
Fab = ǫab(
1
2
Cαβ(ξ)DαWβ(x(ξ), θ(ξ)) + C
α(ξ)Wα(x(ξ), θ(ξ)) + h.c) (17b)
where h.c denotes hermitian conjugate. We will shortly show that (17) can be
neatly rewritten in terms of chiral currents in superspace. The abelian supesym-
metric Wilson loop is now given by
W (C) = eS
(1)
int (18)
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A Superstring-like Observable
Looking at the structure of the spinor components of C in (10) one immediately
recognizes the existence of a new two form which is not topological but a dynamical
interaction that has support only on the surface:
S
(2)
int. = κ
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξ
√
−hhabCαab(ξ)Wα(x(ξ), θ(ξ)) + h.c (19)
where hab is the metric on the two surface and h is its determinant. We know of no
way to construct such a term in the absence of supersymmetry. Moreover, unlike
the expression (18), this interaction cannot be reduced to an expression on the line.
It is supersymmetric, gauge, and reparemetrization invariant and characterized by
a new dimensionless coupling constant κ which is different from e classically. Thus
we can define a new super-gauge invariant observable
Ψ(C) = eS
(2)
int. (20)
whose correlation function might be of potential interest for strongly coupled super
QED.
Chiral Currents
The combination of the Wilson loop and the superstring-like observable can be
totally expressed in terms of chiral currents on the surface. Define
Jα(z) = qα(z)−Dαqαβ(z) (21a)
where
qα(z) =
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξ(eCα(ξ) + κ
√
−hhabCαab(ξ))δ6(z − z(ξ)) (21b)
qαβ(z) =
1
2
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξ(eCαβ(ξ))δ6(z − z(ξ)) (21c)
and δ6(z− z(ξ)) = δ4(x−x(ξ))(θ2− θ2(ξ)) is the chiral superspace delta function.
The full interacting actions (17) and (19) are therefore given by:
Sint = S
(1)
int + S
(2)
int =
∫
d6z(JαWα + h.c) . (22)
which is manifestly supersymmetric and gauge invariant. We could have discovered
the interacting lagrangians (17) and (19) by postulating (22) on basis of dimen-
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sionality, gauge, and supersymmetric invariance. The dimension ofW is [W ] = −32
in units of length. Since [d6z] = +3 we deduce that [J ] = −32 . If J is a chiral
current with support on the two surface
Jα(z) =
∫
Σ(C)
d2ξjα(ξ)δ6(z − z(ξ)) (23)
then jα(ξ) is a two dimensional supersymmetric and reparametrization invariant
spinor of dimension −12 . The only candidate objects to construct such a jα(ξ) are
from the tensors C in equation (10). In particular the spinor components have the
correct dimension of −12 . The most general structure of jα(ξ) is
jα(ξ) = κ
√
−hhabCαab(ξ) + e˜Cα(ξ) +
e
2
Cαβ(ξ)Dα (24)
where the super-derivative is understood to act on the chiral delta function in (23).
The fact that the surface has a boundary, together with the Bianchi identity (12b)
and current conservation implies that e = e˜, however if the surface is closed with
no boundary, then e and e˜ are different in general. Of course in the absence of
supersymmetry Cαab = 0 and the current (24) reduces to that of the Wilson loop.
Having obtained the supersymmetric Wilson loop and a superstring-like observable,
we note that (19) can be viewed as a new type of interaction that corresponds to
the interaction of a superstring with the abelian supersymmetric gauge theory if
the chiral current (23) is defined over an arbitrary surface without a boundary.
In this context, equation (22) represents the interaction of both the superparticle
and the superstring with an abelian supersymmetric gauge theory characterized
by dimensionless coupling constants. Integrating out the gauge field from the
expression (19) will lead to an effective superstring theory as a consequence of
short distance renormalization. A natural question which arises is whether such
a superstring theory is one of the known varieties or is a new one. We will have
more to say about this elsewhere [8]. Another important question is whether such a
superstring theory or a superstring-like observable can exist in a D+1 dimensional
Minkowski world of the form MDxR. This existence depends crucially on whether
or not the closed surface Σ can be embedded in MD. For D = 3 the answer is
certainly negative in general.
However, for simply connected 3-mainfolds such as the three sphere,
the embedding exists. Furthermore as shown and discussed in [9], there is a
whole class of non-simply connected manifolds in which any loop C embedded in
them can be thought of as the boundary of a closed surface Σ in M3.
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To summarize, the main results of this work may be stated, a posteriori, in the
following way. We have obtained a general gauge and supersymmetric invariant
expressions for the interaction of the superparticle and the superstring with a
supersymmetric abelian gauge field. When restricted to a surface with a boundary,
these expressions lead to the supersymmetric Wilson loop and a superstring-like
observable which has no counter part in non-supersymmetric gauge theories.
This work was supported, in part, by the department of energy under the
contract number DOE-FG02-84ER40153.
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